The dynamics of ΑΒCO4 deformable crystals with electroelastic interacting was expressed by theoretical model with wave-linear approximation.
Introduction
Some of the crystals belonging to the group of compounds with perovskitelike structure are interesting as substrates for high temperature superconducting thin fllms from the standpoint of lattice matching and their elastic properties [1, 2] . Good quality of epitaxial layers requires both crystallographic perfection and appropriate physical properties of substrate materials. Owing to its simplicity the study of phenomenological models constitutes that phase of constructing the theory which enables the understanding of the fundamental relations between effects, the planning of an experiment and the choice of the microscopic model. The theory of coupled fields in which the continuum model is used belongs to this phenomenological type and covers electromagnetic, meclanical, thermal and diffusion effects. The subject of the present considerations will be elastic waves propagation in anisotropic continuum with dielectric polarization.
Using this model the data concerning the elastic properties of SrLaGaO4 single crystals belonging to the family of compounds with the general formula AΒCO4 , where A = Ca or Sr, B = Y, La and C = Al, Ga or some transition element, are discussed.
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Theoretical model
Let us consider infinite dielectric, deformable-elastic continuum, modelling ΑΒCΟ4 lattice in the primary-molecular electric field. In this case the equations of motion are as follows [3] :
where p -density of mass, uk -displacement vector, ik -local acceleration, Cklmn -tensor of elastic constants, chl -space derivative, Pl -electric polarization vector, Ek -electric field intensity vector.
The equations of electrodynamics being assumed in the Maxwell form [4, 5] :
where (klm -the Ricci tensor, δkl -the Kronecker delta tensor, Bk -the magnetic induction vector, Dk -the electric induction vector, Hk -the magnetic field intensity vector, ε -the permittivity constant, χ -the dielectric susceptibility. Linearization method for the equation of electrodynamics and electric force consists in assuming that the continuum is placed in additional electric-molecular field Ε which is time constant and space-lomogeneous. This field may appear due to point defects which can be created in ΑΒCΟ4 lattice during the crystal growth process. The electromagnetic processes vary in time and space the values involved being small with reference to the constant values. It is assumed that those transient values are small of the second order, that is their products are negligible.
The value of the molecular-electric field Ε plays the role of a constant coefficient. The linearization (2.3) performed leads to the conclusion Let us assume, for illustration, harmonic plane waves in the form On substituting (2.5) into (2.4), we obtain Christoffel's equation
Here q3 , ql are the direction cosines of k. Equation (2.6) is equivalent to dispersion equation in the form Equation (2.7) is the generalization of the classical dispersion equation.
Discussion
Using the model with wave-linear approximation the elastic properties of the crystals belonging to the family of compounds with the general formula ΑΒCO 4 can be discussed. According to this model the elastic properties of the crystals possessing tetragonal structure can be affected in some directions by the existence of the point defects and structural imperfections [6, 7] . These defects can create additional electric field E and influence the elastic properties of the crystal. The results obtained quite recently for SrLaGaO4 single crystals from Brillouin scattering study [8] seem to confirm our theoretical model. Equation (2.7) is the generalization of the classical dispersion Eq. (2) presented in [8] . Let us consider two special cases Therefore, our model belongs to the cases described by Eqs. (2.7) in the form Equations (2.9) of transverse phonons are comparable to the results reported in paper [8] (specified by No. 12 and No. 10 in Table I) .
By using the results given in Eqs. (2.9) and the experimental results No. 12 and No. 10 in Table I of paper [8] and the conclusion This remark is an illustration to this theory. The relation between components of the molecular electric field E (2.11) is decisive in the problem considered, for the existence of electroelastic coupling. Therefore, the anisotropy of the elastic properties of SrLaGaO4 crystals caused by the point defects created in this crystal during the growth process can be explained with the help of the dispersion equation.
Conclusion
Using theoretical model with wave-linear approximation the anisotropy of the elastic properties ob8erved for SrLaGaO4 single cry8tals can be explained.
